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Game Masters need quality maps for their miniatures. DramaScape is committed to
bringing Game Masters the maps they need. This map product is a
full‐color set of 6 x 6 inch, Dungeon Tiles.

The second tile is an intersection with
the side passages curved rather than
straight. Another excellent starting tile.
The third tile is a T-intersection with the
side passages curved rather than
straight. Another great starting tile.

The sixth tile is a treasure or storage
room filled with barrels, crates, sacks,
boxes, piles of ropes, and chests that go
nearly to the ceiling! The Player
Characters could find some supplies
here by carefully searching the room.
They might also find a vicious trap. A
mimic could be awakened by their
approach. When it moves to attack
them, the pile becomes unstable and
tumbles over possibly falling on the
Player Characters. Now they have to
deal with the mimic while possibly being
pinned by the fallen objects.
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The fourth tile has a pit filled with a
yellow liquid. This could be acid, poison,
slime, or some other liquid of the Game
Master’s choosing. This is an obstacle
tile for the Player Characters to
overcome such as by jumping or
climbing over the liquid. Or perhaps
swimming or wading across it if the
liquid isn’t too dangerous…

some hidden finished weapons in this
tile that the blacksmith has made.

e

The first tile is a straight hallway with
enough space for two people side by
side. It makes a good starting tile as
well.

The fifth tile is a small forge. The
blacksmith’s chair sits next to his anvil
and a wooden bench that has his tools
and many of the objects he was last
working on such as horseshoes. A bin
next to the tool bench holds coal to fuel
the kiln. The kiln is south of the barrel. A
trough is full of water to cool heated
metal. The barrel likely has oil inside for
treating leathers. The floor is covered
with soot and ash from the smith’s work.
A mat of straw has some rope on it. The
Player Characters may be able to find

The seventh tile is a hallway with a door
to the side making a T-intersection. This
tile is used to separate a single room
from the dungeon.
The eighth tile is a jagged hallway tile in
a Y-configuration that works like a Tintersection.
The ninth tile has a pile of bones
underneath a spider web. This obstacle
tile could hold many dangers. Spiders
who actively nest in the area or perhaps
the skeletons rise up to attack the
adventurers. Or the web itself could
entangle them and bar their progress if
they are not careful.

The fifteenth tile is a small wine cellar
with two rows of wine casks to the north
and south and a few barrels in the
middle of the room. One of the barrels
appears to be open. Has the guard been
drinking again?
The sixteenth tile has a narrow bridge
over a small river of lava. Controlling the
bridge is vital unless the Player
Characters are somehow immune to
fire.
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The eleventh tile has two urns in the
middle. One is empty and the other has
a purplish ash inside. The north part of
the dungeon has some suspicious and
partially concealed in shadow orange
circles embedded in the walls. Traps?
The south part of the wall has several
sections of wall stones fallen over. One
idea is that the orange circles are the
sensors for crushing block traps. When
they sense movement, the southern wall
falls down on the unsuspecting people
below.

The fourteenth tile has three bunches of
boxes and crates stacked on top of each
other. The Player Characters might be
able to find some supplies in the crates
in this tile.
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The tenth tile has the hallway descend
into a dead end. A pool of water is here,
but there is something strange about it…
There are two areas where the water is
bubbling. Are there monsters in the
water? A trap such as the water being
so hot that it is boiling from magic? Or if
the characters swim to the bubbles is
there a secret leading to a level below?

The twelfth tile has a narrow bridge over
a small sewer or creek. Controlling the
bridge might be key to any encounter in
this room although if the water is not too
deep and the current not too strong it
may be possible to wade or swim
across.

The thirteenth tile is a bakery. The baker
uses the northern counter by taking flour
out of sacks and then he kneads the
bread into the right shape. He then
places it into the kiln in the west. The
southern counter is used as a cutting
board to slice the bread or other baked
goods such as pies. The Player
Characters could grab some food, tools,
or even a knife as a backup weapon.

The seventeenth tile is a ritual spell
room. An embroidered rug is in the
center of the room. The dais to the west
has a magical tome surrounded by
candles resting on it. A Player Character
magician might be able to take the book
and learn its secrets later but first they’ll
have to stop whatever ritual the evil
mage is working on first!
The eighteenth tile has a well in the
center of a circular room. This might be
a good place for the Player Characters
to get some potable water to refill their
water skins.

The nineteenth tile is a curved C that
serves the same function as an Lshaped square tile.
The twentieth tile is a prison cell with
seven cages. It appears one of them is

The twenty-first tile has eight filthy beds
with soiled pillows and bedding with
chests in front of them. The chests most
likely contain the dirty wardrobes of the
people who use the beds to sleep. This
tile can serve as the guard ‘s barracks.

The twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth tiles
are hallways that end in spiral staircases
that descend to a lower floor.
The thirtieth tile is a series of steps that
can be used to ascend or descend in the
dungeon.
The thirty-first tile is a study. The main
desk and chair are on a finely
embroidered red carpet. The scattered
documents and scrolls also litter the
northern table. There are two shelves to
the south filled with scrolls, books, and
alchemical tools. The Player Characters
can find potions or magic scrolls in this
room or important information from
scrolls or books but they’ll likely need to
stop the mad alchemist or evil mage
studying there to get a chance at the
items.
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The twenty-second tile has a guillotine.
The Player Characters might show up at
a critical time and have a chance to stop
the beheading of one of the villain’s
prisoners in this tile.

obstacles that must be bypassed or
disarmed to continue into the dungeon.

e

occupied by a permanent resident in the
form of a skeleton. This room can be
used as a place where the villain holds
captured important Game Master
Characters or even Player Characters.
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The twenty-third tile is a torture and
interrogation chamber. The room has a
rack, iron maiden, iron chair, and stocks.
By arriving at a critical moment, the
Player Characters may be able to stop a
torture session in progress.
The twenty-fourth tile holds the wheel of
torture. A torture device that has been
used many times based on how much
blood is on the floor. Again, the Player
Characters might show up at a critical
time and have a chance to stop the
torture of one of the villain’s prisoners in
this tile.
The twenty-fifth tile is an oddly shaped
dead end. Is there a secret room here
somewhere?
The twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh
tiles are straight hallways that have
been trapped. One is a firetrap and the
other is a saw blade trap. These are

The thirty-second tile is a dining or
meeting room for five people. Five
chairs surround an angular bone shaped
table on top of an embroidered rug. This
could be the dining/meeting table for a
necromancer and his four most trusted
living or undead servants.

The thirty-third tile is a master bedroom
fit for a villain. The floor has three green
and gold carpets. The nightstand has a
skull and other objects on it. The bed
has two pillows and a black, gray, and
white blanket. The bed has a wardrobe
chest at its foot. There is a dresser and
a chair and desk as well in the room.

The thirrty-fourth tile is a ha
allway thatt
widens to
t a circle in
n the middle.
The thirtty-fifth tile is
s a L-shape
ed tile.
The thirtty-sixth tile is an empty room forr
the Ga
ame Mastter to furnish and
d
populate
e.
The thirrty-seventh tile is a ha
allway with
h
two doo
ors in the middle
m
and serves the
e
same purpose
p
as
s an inters
section forr
connecting rooms to
t the dung
geon.
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The lastt tile is an in
ntersection..
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The thirty-ninth tile is a T-shaped
d
intersecttion.
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The thirtty-eighth tile is a straig
ght hallway
y
that end
ds with a do
oor.
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